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DATEBOOK 
Monday, Oct. 25 
Exhibition, drawings and sculpture exhibit 
by Barbara Bachtell entitled ·vesseis; 
continues through Oct. 30. Little Gallery, 
Firelands College. The gallery is open 8 am.-
5 p.m. weekdays. Free and open to public. 
Disse11atlon Delense, "T award a Poetics 
o! Conscience: Contemporary U.S. Women 
Poets and Their Politics" by Gloria Still, 
English. noon, 348 Shatzel Hall. 
Italian Fiim Series, "The Eclipse," (1972). 
3:30 p.m .• Gish Fdm Theater. Free. Subtitles. 
Concert, BGSU Percussion Ensemble. 7 
p.m .• Bryan Recital Hall, Moore Musical Arts 
Center. Free. 
International Film Series, "Alice," 
(Czechoslovakian. 1988). 8 p.m., Gish Fdm 
Theater. Free. Subtitles. 
Tuesday, Oct. 26 
Forum Luncheon, ·so Years In Celebra-
tion of 'Casablanca'," by Dr. Jack Nachbar. 
popular culture, noon, Towers Inn, McDonald 
West. Cost is $5 for the lunch. Call 372-2340 
for more information. 
Economics Colloquium Series, "Keynes 
and the Modem: by Dr. Kevin Quinn, 
economics. 3:30 p.m., 4000 Business 
Administration Building. 
Eleazer Wood Lecture, "Airpower in the 
Gulf War: An Historian's Perspective on a 
Contemporary Event." by Dr. Alexander 
Cochran of Air University at Maxwell Air Force 
Base. 4:30 p.m., 21 O Math Science Building. 
Concert, by the BGSU Trombone Choir 
and the Trumpet Ensemble, 7 p.m .• Bryan 
Recital Hall. Moore Musical Arts Center. Free. 
suggested. 
Coalltlon lor Transcultural Enhance-
ment Meeting, 9 p.m., lobby. Prout Hall. 
WBGU-lV Program, "Journal 1993" 10 
p.m., Channel 27. Viewers may call in at 1-
800-453-2437 or 372-7250. 
\\/ednesda~Oct.27 
Chinese Stress lllanagement and 
Personal Wellness Program, 3:30 p.m., 
Lenhart Grand BaDroom. 
Coping With Illnesses of Loved Ones, 
7:30 p.m., 204 Moseley. 
Faculty Artist Serles. a concert by the 
BGSU faculty woodwind quintet, 8 p.m., Bryan 
Recital Hal. Moore Musical Arts Center. 
Thursday, Oct. 28 
Dissertation Defense, "A Study of 
Selected Variables Related to Successful and 
Unsuccessful School District Income Tax 
Levies in Ohio" by Rahman Dyer, educational 
administration and supervision. 1 p.m., 
Horizon Suite, 113 Education Buikfing. 
Hispanic Heritage Month Event. Puerto 
Rican author Nicholasa Mohr will speak on 
"Growing Up Latina in the United States: A 
Journey of Survival." 7:30 p.m., McFall Gallery. 
Racism Reduction Center Meeting, 8 
p.m., second floor, Student Services Building. 
Concert, the BGSU Student Jazz Combos, 
7 p.m, Bryan Recital Hall, Moore Musical Arts 
Center. Free. 
Lenhart Classic American Film Series, 
"Dracula," (1931 ), 8 p.m., Gish Film Theater. 
Free. 
Planetarium Show, "The Light-Hearted 
Astronomer & More Than Meets The Eye; o 
z; p.m .. BGSU Planetarium. $1 dona';on 
Concert, the BGSU Student Jazz Combos. 
9 p.m, Bryan Recital Hall, Moore Musical Arts 
Center. Free. 
Friday, Oct. 29 
• 
CLASSIFIED 
EMPLOYMENT 
OPPORTUNITIES 
New vaancies 
Posting F.xpiration dale for employees to 
apply: Noon. Friday, Oct. 29. 
10-29-1 
10-29-2 
and 
10-29-3 
10-29-4 
10-29-5 
Clerk2 
PayGrade3 
Payroll accounting 
Academic year. part-time 
Clerical Specialist 
PayGrade25 
Financial Aid and 
Student Employment 
Part-time (two positions) 
Llllrary Assistant 
PayGrade4 
Library/access services 
Part-time 
library Media Technical 
Assistant2 
PayGrade26 
Science Library 
Part-time 
Men's and Women's Swimming, hosts 
Tom Stubbs Relays. 11 am., Cooper Pool. 
CUiturai Diversity Luncheon Seminar, 
"Hot Topics for the Real World," by Karen Ash, 
diversity manager for Mead Data Center. 
12:30-2:30 p.m., Town Room, Union. For more 
information about registering and fee. contact 
Thad Stancley at 372-1132. Sponsored by the 
Organization Development Student Network. 
Pumpkin Carving Contest, tum pumpkins 
in at 6 p.m., Union Oval. $1 entry fee. Prizes 
awarded. 
Hockey, vs. Michigan, 7 p.m., BGSU ice 
arena 
Volleyball, vs. Bal State, 7 p.m., Anderson 
Arena 
OBITUARY 
Virginia F. Ray 
Virginia F. Ray, 59, a retired employee 
of the University. cfted Ocl 13 at Wood 
County Hospital. 
Ray began working on campus in 
auxiliary services in October 1969. She 
moved to parl<ing services in March 1970 
and retired as a security offic:ef in August 
1989. 
FACULTY/STAFF POSITIONS 
The following faculty position is available: 
Sociology: Assistant professor (probationary, full-time). Contact Meredith Pugh (2-2296). 
Deadline: Nov. 1. 
The following administrative positions are available: 
Admissions: Director of admissions. Contact Peter M. Hutchinson, Office of Academic Affairs. 
Review of applications will begin Nov. 15. 
Firelands/Academic Services: lnstructor/lutor-HELP program (grant-funded). Contact the 
Office of the Dean, Firelands College. 901 Rye Beach Rd., Huron. OH, 44839. 
Resean:l1 Services: Director. Contact personnel services (2-8426). Review of applications will 
begin Nov. 1. 
Storytelling, 7 p.m .• Promenade Lounge. 
next to Prout Cafeteria 
UAO Film, "The Shining," 7 and 9:30 p.m., 
210 Math Science Building. Admission $1.50 
or two canned goods. 
Costume Contest. two categories: 12 and 
under, and 13 to 17, 7:30 p.m., outside of 
Lenhart Grand BaDroom, Union. Prizes 
awarded. 
Storytelling, 8 p.m., Promenade Lounge, 
next to Prout Cafeteria 
Haunted House, 8-11 p.m., Lenhart Grand 
Ballroom, Union. Admission 50 cents or 
canned food donation. 
Planetarium Show, "The Light-Hearted 
Astronomer & More Than Meets The Eye; 8 
p.m., BGSU Planetarium. $1 donation 
suggested. 
llystlcs, 8-11 p.m., Faculty Lounge. just 
outside Lenhart Grand Ballroom, Union. $1 
per 20 minute reading. Fust come. first 
served. 
Costume Contest. college students and 
adults, 9:30 p.m., outside of Lenhart Grand 
Ballroom, Union. Prizes awarded. 
UAO Film, "The Mad Magician in 3 D; 
midnight. 210 Math Science Building. 
Admission $1.50 or two canned goods. 
Saturday, Oct. 30 
Volleyball, vs. Western Michigan. 4 p.m., 
Anderson Arena 
Hockey, vs. Western Michigan. 7 p.m., 
BGSU ice arena 
UAO Film, "The Shining," 7 and 9:30 p.m .• 
210 Math Science Building. Admission $1.50 
or two canned goods. 
Ninth Annual One Love Reggae Party, 9 
p.m., Lenhart Grand Ballroom, Union. Call 
Errol Lam at 352-7143 for more information. 
UAO Film, "The Mad Magician in 3 D," 
midnight, 210 Math Science Building. 
Admission $1.50 or two canned goods. 
Sunday, Oct. 31 
Planetarium Show, "The Light-Hearted 
Astronomer & More Than Meets The Eye," 
7:30 p.m.. BGSU Planetarium. $1 donation 
suggested. 
Faculty Artist Series and the 
Tc:halkoWslty and the Russians Series, 
Andreas PoulimenOS and Friends, 8 p.m., 
Bryan Recital HaD, Moore Musical Arts Center. 
Free. 
Monday, Nov. 1 
Prue ilaliou, -China Alter Deng," by 
Chinese journalist Binyan Liu and author Ross 
TerriD, 10 am., Assembly Room, McFall 
Center. 
Italian Rim Series, "la Strada," (1956), 
3:30 p.m., Gish Film Theater. Free. Subtitles. 
International FBm Series, "The Famly 
Game," (Japanese 1984), 8 p.m., Gish Film 
Theater. Free. 
Submit fee waivers 
Farulty and staff should complete and 
submit employee and dependent fee 
waivers for spring semester to personnel 
services. 
FoRSAI,E 
The hospitality management program 
has the following items for sale: an NCR 
computer with 20 mg. hard drive for $50; 
a C-ltoh wide-carriage printer for $75; an 
IBM PC computer with monochrome 
monitor for $300 and an Epson FX 286 
wide-carriage printer for $50. 
For more information, call 372-8713. 
~Return surveys 
~ 
:; ~, FacUty, staff and students are 
.'mnillded to return their completed 
;;jurveys asking questions about a 
:,Pt*lllial c:hikl care center for the 
:,~a&ily. The surveys should be 
::aana to personnel services by 
;;---.Oct 25. 
/;:. ·.M faculty and staff should have 
'l8cliued a aipy of the SUfV8Y 
. >tl;Rugtl campus mail Copies also 
:; are •ailable al various sites around 
-: c:ampUs such as the Bookstore, The 
Llllle Shop In Ille _University Union, 
1he Faculty. SenalBollice In~ 
~~~--vlceL,. -
> -~'~\.-:~:.:/T'!;~·•~~.:-'_ :5;:'.:-... ~;·•• • : '-. ~ • -· 
Nachbar to speak 
at forum luncheon 
Dr. Jack Nachbar. popular culture, will 
be the speaker at the Oct. 26 Arts and 
Sciences Forum Luncheon. He will speak 
on "Doing the Thinking for All of Us: 
'Casablanca' and the Homefront. • 
According to Nachbar, who also is co-
editor of the Journal of Popular Film and 
Television, in the age of television, 
"Casablanca·, next to "Gone With the 
Wind; is perhaps the best-known and 
most loved of all the Hollywood movies. 
He will recreate some of the conditions of 
1943 America when the movie was made 
and explore how those conditions 
influenced the original reception of the 
film. 
Lunch is $5 and will be served at noon 
in the Towers Inn, McDonald West. Debit 
cards may be used. Those who wish to 
come just for the presentation at 12:30 
p.m. are welcomed. Reservations can be 
made by calflng Donna at 372-2340. 
Seminars offered 
The following are some of the semi-
nars that will be offered by University 
Computer Services during November. 
Interested persons should call 372-2911 
to register for the seminars. 
"Getting Started on the Mac· is 
scheduled for 2-5 p.m. Wednesday (Oct. 
27) in 126 Hayes. This session presents 
the word processing software package 
Microsoft Works, including a primer on 
the Macintosh Desktop and using the 
mouse. Hands on. 
"Microsoft Works Word Processing" 
(Mac) is scheduled for 9 am.-noon 
Monday, Nov. 1 in 126 Hayes. Seminar 
covers the basics of creating, editing, and 
formatting documents using the word 
processor included in the Microsoft 
Works package. Prior Macintosh experi-
ence or attendance at "Getting Started on 
the Macintosh" seminar is required. 
"Harvard Graphics" (IBM) is sched· 
uled for 9 am.-noon Wednesday, Nov. 3 
in 128 Hayes. This seminar introduces 
the concepts of using Harvard Graphics 
for creating presentation graphics. 
Hands on. 
"Bectronic Mail al BGSU" (Internet & 
Bitnet) is scheduled for 3-5 p.m. Wednes-
day, Nov. 3 in 126 Hayes. It will 
introduce the mall facilities on a number 
of different mainframe computers on 
campus and how to send mail locally and 
over wide area networks such as Bitnet 
and Internet. 
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Years of seNice, retirees also recognized 
Outstanding efforts and dedication by facult\1 honoree! at annual dinner 
"Dedicated" was the word consistently 
used to describe the recipients of three of 
the University's highest honors at the fifth 
annual Faculty Recognition Dinner held 
Oct. 26 in the University Union. 
Or. W. Robert Midden, chemistry. was 
presented with the Master Teacher 
Award; Dr. Ryan Tweney, psychology, 
received the 
Olscamp Re-
search Award; 
and Dr. Raj A. 
Padmaraj, 
finance, and Or. 
Ellen Williams, 
special education. 
were selected to 
share the Faculty 
Service Award. 
Ellen Williams, 
co-recipient of 
the Faculty 
Service Award 
All three 
awards included 
the presentation 
of a plaque and a 
$1,000 cash 
prize. Padmaraj 
and Williams split the service award's 
cash prize. 
In addition, 92 faculty members were 
honored for having completed 15, 20, 25, 
30 or 35 years of service. Also, 35 retiring 
faculty members were honored. 
The Master Teacher Award, which 
recognizes excellence in teaching, is 
given annually by the Undergraduate 
Alumni Association. Recipients are 
nominated by students and chosen by an 
alumni-student committee. 
Midden, who joined the University in 
1987, has been nominated for the Master 
Teacher Award annually since 1989. He 
Receiving awards at the annual Faculty Recognition Dinner were (from left) Ryan 
Tweney, psychology, Olscamp Research Award; W. Robert Midden. chemistry, Master 
Teacher Award; and Raj Padmaraj, finance, co-recipient of the Faculty Service Award. 
has gained a reputation for being able to 
unravel the mysteries of science and 
present it in understandable form. 
"My goal is to instill in students an 
appreciation for learning, knowledge, 
understanding, problem solving and 
critical thinking, and to teach them how to 
obtain the knowledge that they need, that 
will make their lives more satisfying and 
fulfilling; Midden said. "My goal also is to 
help students believe in themselves. I 
encounter many students who doubt their 
ability to learn chemistry. One of my 
greatest thrills is when I can convince 
such students that their doubts are 
unfounded. Every student can learn well 
and every student can enjoy learning. My 
satisfaction comes from helping students 
discover this." 
Midden is an active researcher and 
c ~-.• -e'. He also has been the recipient 
~. r _:-:-,erous grants and is a frequent 
:c-'.r1butar to professional publications. 
'-'e c~rrently is preparing a book entitled 
i--:c~..- to Use Chemistry which offers a new 
:::;:;;:;roach to teaching introductory 
:"emistry. 
Prior to joining the faculty at Bowling 
G·een where he is an assistant professor 
., the Center for Photochemical Sci-
er.ces. Midden taught at The Johns 
Hopkins University in the environmental 
health sciences department. In 1989 he 
was a visiting scientist at the Center of 
Nuclear Studies in France and he 
currently serves as an adjunct assistant 
professor in the pathology department at 
the Medical College of Ohio. 
He is a member of many committees 
and professional organizations including 
the American Chemical Society, the 
American Society for Photobiology. the 
American Society for the Advancement of 
Science, the European Society for 
Photobiology and Sigma Xi Research 
Honor Society, of which he served as 
president of the BGSU chapter in 1992-
93. 
·1 think the one thing that has the 
greatest impact on my students is that I 
care about how they do, that I really want 
them to do their best and am willing to do 
whatever I can to help," Midden said. 
Other finalists for the award included 
Or. Edmund Danziger Jr., history; Or. 
Andrew Glass. mathematics; Dr. Gene 
Poor, visual communication technology, 
and Dr. Carlton Lee Rockett, biology. 
Continued on page 3 
Fulbright grant will take Terrie to the 
Spanish coast to teach next semester 
University jumps up to third quartile in 'U.S. 
News and World Report' annual guide 
While the rest of us are battling the 
cold and gloom that is January in 
northwest Ohio, Dr. Philip Terrie. English, 
will be basking in the warmth of Spain's 
Costa del Sol. 
Terrie has 
received a 
Fulbright grant to 
teach atthe 
University of 
Malaga from 
January until 
May. 
The primary 
purpose of his 
stay in Malaga 
will be to help the 
university start a 
Philip Terrie 
doctoral program in English. 
Terrie will be also be teaching courses 
to graduate students in American 
literature and research and writing. He 
• • • jl • ' • • 
said, ·1n Europe there is enormous 
interest in American culture. Both in the 
East and West people are fascinated by 
American film, music, TV, and literature. 
And there is also a lot of interest in the 
English language because of its impor-
tance to commerce.· 
He said he plans to "'take every 
anthology of short fiction and essays I 
have and leave them all there for them.· 
He will focus on American literature of the 
1950s and ·sos. He expects his classes 
will contain many high school teachers 
working on their masters in English. 
While the Mediterranean environment 
will be nice, preparing for the trip has 
been rather complicated. The University 
of Malaga has never had a Fulbright 
scholar visit before, so there is no 
provision for housing as yet. Terrie says 
Continued on page 3 
The Un!versity has found itseH back in the third quartile ranking in U.S. News 
and World Report's 1994 Ccllege Guide which was issued last month. Bowling 
Green t.ad b6<ln listed in the fourth quartile last year. 
'"I'm glad to see we're back where we belong," President Olscamp said after 
reviewing this year's resut:s. 
The guide, in its seventh year of pubfication, ranks approximately 1,300 
colleges and universities throughout the U.S. including categories of national 
universities and national liberal arts colleges. considered to have more selective 
admissions and greater resources. BGSU's ranking puts it among the nation's top 
~ 153 best universities.. 
. The magazine bases its rankings on a variety of crtteria such as the institution's 
·rep.dation among top college officials, selectivity, faculty and financial rescun::es. 
graduation rate and alumni satisfaction. 
, , · . An Institution's reputation is based on a survey given presidents, deans and 
. ailissiol IS directors asking them to rank schools by academic reputalions and 
: · Place 1hem in one d the four quartiles. Alumni satisfaction is based on the percent-
~) 8ge of.an institution's abnni who ccntributed to tund drives in both 1991 and 1992. 
~ ~-: . ~lJniM.aly ._was lslal in the thinl quartile witt1 an a:amomii: repdafinn 
~jlYdst-.··v,,. . -~. ~-,~~ ~: -~,~~i~ ;~~~~;_;~~~t!:~-~f. ·-:.: .. : .. 
r 
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Photochemical center realizes goal with graduation of first Ph~D. ?tudents 
Eight year.; after it opened its doors. 
the Center for Photochemical Sciences 
has readlecl a milestone. Its fllSt Ph.D. 
students, Lisa Dennis Kelly and Craig 
Kelly, have completed their dissertations 
and oral exams, within a day or so of one 
another, and will receive their degrees in 
December, according to Dr. Douglas 
Neckers, executive director of the Center. 
A third student. Yubai Bi. will defend 
his dissertation soon and also is ex-
pected to graduate next month. His topic 
is 'Visible Light lnitiating_Systems and 
Their Photochemistry for Free Radical 
Promoted Cationic Polymerization.· 
The Kellys, who are married. had 
been in the doctoral program for almost 
four and a haH years, since its inception 
in 1989. "This graduation is a very 
significant day for the University's Mure 
in the sciences: said Neckers. 
Photochemical scientists study the 
interaction of light with matter. Thus, the 
field embraces many areas - •everything 
from vision to how you get a suntan to 
how to tum soflds into liquids quickly with 
a light beam," said Neckers. 
It is a booming field of study with very 
broad scientific and commercial applica-
tions, as evidenced by the two areas Lisa 
and Craig Kelly have gone into. Though 
the topics of their dissertations are 
probably too technical for the average 
layman to be tammar with. the results of 
their work will be of direct value to the 
world's population. 
Lisa is currently in Sardinia where she 
has been appointed to a school run by 
The Center for Photochemical Sciences is about to produce its first doctorate 
students. Lisa Dennis KeHy and Craig Kelly, pictured with Doug Neckers (left). executive 
director of the center. will graduate in December. A third student, Yubai Bi, is also 
expected to graduate then. 
NA TO to work on photodynamic therapy, 
which involves finding a way to attack 
viruses and tumors using dyes and light. 
The tide of her dissertation is ·Photoin-
duced Intermolecular and lntramolecular 
Electron Transfer Reactions Between 
Novel Ruthenium Polypyridyl Donors and 
V-IOlogen Acceptors." 
Neckers said there is also work being 
done in the field of photobiology and 
photomedicine on ublizing photochemical 
methodology to deanse viruses from the 
bloodstream. which could have a great 
impact on the treatment of AIDS. 
Craig KeUy, on the other hand. is in 
Bologna. Italy, where he is finishing a 
project on solar energy conversion at a 
chemical kinetics laboratory. His thesis is 
titled: "Stabilization of Multieledron 
Transfer Reaction Pathways: The 
Photoinitiated Nickel Ion Reduction of 
Carbon Dioxide and Water." 
9The Center for Photochemical 
Sciences is one of the bigger businesses 
in Bowling Green at this stage; said 
Neckers. It employs close to 70 people, 
drawing 14 faculty members from the 
departments of chemistry, physics and 
biology and the new materials science 
program. There are approximately 35 
Ph.D. students now in the program and 
from 12 to 20 post-doctoral associates at 
any one time. depending on the availabil-
ity of funding. 
The center has attracted a very high 
caliber of faailty and students and the 
staff includes Ohio Eminent Scholar Dr. 
Michael A. J. Rodgers. Lisa Kelly is the 
first McMaster Junior Fellow to have 
completed her doctorate. Joseph Finley, 
· another McMaster Junior Fellow, will 
defend his cflSSertation this spring. The 
McMaster Junior Felowships are awarded 
to students with outstanding academic 
records who have demonstrated the 
potential for excellence in research. The 
funds are from the McMaster endowment. 
All this represents tremendous 
progress for a program that began 9with 
two faculty and a letterhead in 1985." 
according to Neckers. - Bonnie 
Blankinship 
Alumni to return to the classroom Geologist to lecture on magnetic field and oil 
The College of Education and Allied 
Professions will be sponsoring its annual 
Alumni-Faculty Week Monday through 
Thursday (Nov. 1-4). It is designed to 
enhance regular dassroom instruction by 
inviting outstanding alumni to return to 
their alma mater to share real world 
experiences with current students. 
Nine graduates have been scheduled 
to return to the Bowling Green campus. 
They indude Dr. Charles Barr (Ph.D. '92) 
who will speak on "Classroom Less0ns 
for Life;" J. Scott Carpenter (72) who will 
discuss "Are You an Atka Seltzer?;" 
Deborah Frederick (75) who will talk 
about "International Experiences for 
Teachers;" Stacy J. Grinnell ('91) who 
will lecture on "Student Portfolios" and 
"lndusion;~ Andrew Kalmer ('87) who will 
discuss "Rails-to-Trails: The Parks;" 
Gregg and Joan Kindle ('81) who will talk 
GUIDE 
From the front 
How did other Ohio institutions fare in 
the rankings? 
Miami University. Ohio State Univer-
sity and the University of Cincinnati were 
induded in the second quartile which 
listed schools ranked 52nd to 102nd. The 
University of Akron. Kent State Univer-
sity, Cleveland State University, the 
University of Toledo and Union Institute 
of Cincinnati were in the fourth quartile of 
schools ranked 154th to 204th. 
No Ohio institutions were listed among 
the top 25 national universities but 
Oberlin College was ranked 21st among 
the top 25 national liberal arts colleges. 
about "life Issues: Managing Dual 
Careers;" Staci E. Lambright ('91) who 
will disaJss "Professional Readiness for 
the Internship;" and Valerie Peterson 
('87) who will lecture on "Authentic 
Experiences with Literacy in a Junior 
High Setting." 
Most of the sessions are in conjunc-
• tion with an existing class, but are open 
to all faculty and students who have an 
interest in the topic. For information about 
time and place. call the college dean's 
office at 372-7401. 
Order supplies via fax 
Auxiliary services, inventory manage-
ment/office supplies now have a fax 
machine with the number 372-0311. 
Office supply orders may now be sent to 
this number. 
Under regional colleges or universi-
ties. the magazine lists its top 15 for the 
north, south. midwest and west. Ohio 
institutions that made the midwest list 
indude John Carroll University ranked 
ninth, Ohio Northern University ranked 
11th and the University of Dayton ranked 
12th. 
Regional liberal arts colleges also 
were listed according to the top 10 of 
each of the four regions. Wrttenberg 
University was rated best in the midwest 
followed by Ohio Wesleyan University. 
Hiram College ranked fourth. Marietta 
College was fifth ar.d Mount Union 
College was eighth .. 
The earth's magnetic field and its 
relation to the formation of oil will be the 
topic cf a free lecture hosted by the 
geology department. Dr. R. Douglas 
Elmore of the University of Oklahoma will 
present the lecture at 7:30 p.m. Wednes-
day (Nov. 3) in 095 Overman Hall. 
Elmore is an American Association of 
Petroleum Geologists Distinguished 
Lecturer who will be visiting the geology 
department to talk about research he has 
conducted on the earth's magnetic field. 
The Distinguished Lecture Series 
sponsors leading researchers to speak at 
universities and other non-profit organiza-
tions about petroleum and geology. 
Generally, two or three distinguished 
speakers visit the geology department 
each year. 
Despite the appearance of the wreckage, no one was seriously injured when 
this University plane crashed in a field near the Wood County Airport Oct. 24. The 
pilot. graduate student Eric Pullins, was attempting to land when he experienced 
engine failure. Passengers Robert Ackerman, assistant chief flight instructor in the 
University's <Mation program, and Michael McNamara also survived the aash. 
Pullins has both his private and commercial flight licenses but was training for 
multi-engine fftghts. 
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A variety of questions have been raised about faculty c.ollective bargaining and 
its potential effects. The Bowling Green State University Faculty Association and 
the U'!iversity administration have asked the Monitor to publish their answers to 
questions posed by members of the University community. 
Question: What Is the relationship between Faculty Senate and the Faculty 
Association? I see so~ of the same faces In both places. 
Answer by BGSlJ-FA: There is no formal relationship between the BGSU 
Faculty Senate and BGSU-FA/AAUP, and there is no overlap between the elected 
officers of the two groups. Faculty senates exist and prosper separate from 
bargaining organizations in virtually all American universities that have both. 
How~ver, it is common at organized universities that faculty bargaining agreements 
specify that there must be a faculty senate; we believe faculty senates are 
strengthened when they are supported in that way by a legally enforceable con-
tract. 
We are pleased that so many members of the BGSU Faculty Senate are 
members of BGSU-FAIAAUP, and that some of our elected officers are past 
officers of Faculty Senate. Most of the apparent leaders of BGSU's "No Agent" 
group (AAI) are also members of Faculty Senate. It is only natural that those who 
have shown past interest in faculty governance are activists in the present debate 
over collective bargaining. 
There is a very good reason so many past and present members and officers of 
Faailty Senate favor collective bargaining. Experience in working with Faailty 
Senate over recent years makes one very aware of how little influence ordinary 
faculty really have in University affairs today. Contrary to arguments by AAI, the 
fu_ndamental problem is not with the details of haw faculty senators are elected. or 
with the structure and functioning of this or that committee. The real problem at 
BGSU, and at many other modem public universities as well, is this: In the absence 
of collective bargaining, faculty have only as much influence as central administra-
tors and governing boards are willing to relinquish. 
Question: What does the administration think now that a SERB hearing 
officer has ruled that the Inclusion of temporary faculty and lecturers with 
tenured and probationary faculty represents an appropriate bargaining unit? 
Why didn't you appeal the decision? 
Answer by the University administration: We are disappointed, naturally, 
with the hearing officer's ruling in reference to temporary faculty and lecturers. 
Even though she seemed to have an appreciation of the administration's point of 
view during the hearing process and recognized many of the important differences 
between faculty groups in her written opinion, in the end she applied a very strict 
construction of the law in her decision. 
Beyond disappointment. we have no regrets about tl)e position we took. We 
expressed our befief that faculty history at BGSU and our system of faculty 
governance both demonstrate that there has not been a genuine community of 
interest between the tenured and probationary faailty on the one hand and the 
temporary faculty and lecturers on the other. For example, the Academic Charter 
which is basically a faculty promulgated document. makes temporary faculty and' 
lecturers inefigible for membership in the Faculty Senate and ineligible even to 
vote for that membership. In adcfrtion, the charter restricts the rights and privileges 
of these two faculty groups in a number of other significant ways. A set of "Stipula-
tions of ~act" agreed to by both the BGSU-FA/AAUP and the administration during 
the heanng process documents all of this in detail. 
It was for these reasons that the administration argued that a bargaining unit 
which mixes temporary faculty and lecturers with tenured/probationary faailty is 
not an appropriate one for BGSU. The fact that at least two of Ohio's university 
faculty unions, those at Kent and Toledo, do not represent temporary faculty 
indicates that our point of view is hardly unique. Moreover. we believed the issue 
to be important enough that it should be decided through the processes estab-
lished in the collective bargaining statutes of Ohio. 
Despite our continuing views on the matter, now that a SERB official has issued 
a forrnal ruling incfrcating that temporaries and lecturers may be induded in the 
unit, we do not wish to delay movement toward an election on the union question. 
Therefore, we have not sought to appeal her ruling. 
Denner/I president of academy's Ohio chapter 
Roger J. Dennerll, director of public 
safety, has been selected 1994 state 
president of the Ohio Chapter of the 
Federal Bureau of Investigation's 
National Academy Associates. 
Denner!! has been actively involved in 
the academy since his graduation from 
the 133rd Session in 1983 when he 
served as spokesperson for that session 
which represented 250 law enforcement 
executives from around the world. 
More than 25,000 officers have 
graduated from the FBI National Acad-
emy (FBINA) since it began in 1935. Its 
airriculum is designed to meet the needs 
of contemporary law enforcement in such 
disciplines as management. law, forensic 
science. education and communication 
arts and the behavioral sciences. 
Members of the Ohio chapter also 
endorsed Denner!! for the position of 
sectional IV representative which 
includes Ohio, 12 northeastern states, 
eastern Canada and Europe. 
Dennerll airrently represents the Ohio 
Chiefs of Police Association on its human 
cfrversity and education committees 
which helps provide police training .. 
TERRIE 
From the front 
he is now attempting to locate a place for 
him and his family to live, trying to rent 
his house here, and taking Spanish 
classes, in addition to preparing materials 
to take with him. 
"I'm really looking forward to getting to 
Spain. I love the food, the countryside, 
and the sound of the language." He said 
he plans to hike the rugged terrain and 
explore the more remote regions of the 
country. 
Terrie, who came to BGSU in 1980, 
has taught graduate and undergraduate 
courses in English and American culture 
studies and has co-taught a dass callecl 
"Global Commons· on environmental 
issues around the world. Last March he 
traveled to Xi'an Foreign Languages 
University in China as an outgrowth of 
FACULTY AWARDS 
From the front 
The Olscamp Research Award is 
given annually to a faculty member for 
outstanding scholarly or aeative accom-
plishments during the previous three-year 
period. It was initiated in 1985 to encour-
- age and recognize faculty research. 
Tweney, this year's recipient. is known 
as an expert on the fde and works of 
Michael Faraday, a 19th century scientist 
noted for his contributions to the develop-
ment of the scientific method. 
In 1989, Tweney traveled to England 
on a Fulbright grant to be a visiting 
scholar at the Science Stucfies Centre of 
the University of Bath and also lectured 
on Faraday at the Royal Institution and a 
West German university. In 1991, he 
organized the conference "Faraday •91 • 
at the University which drew scholars 
from both the United States and Great 
Britain. last year, the book Michael 
Faraday's 'Chemical Notes, Hints, 
Suggestions and Objects of Pursuit' of 
1822, which he co-edited, was published. 
He also co-ecfrted the text Wundt 
Studies: A Centennial Collection about 
the life and work of the famed German 
psychologist known as the founder of 
experimental psychology and he co-
ecfrted the book On Scientific Thinking 
with Bowling Green colleagues Dr. 
Michael E. Doherty and Dr. Clifford R. 
Mynatt, both of psychology. 
In 1983, Tweney was named Out-
standing Young Scientist by the Bowling 
Green Chapter of Sigma Xi and he has 
been nominated for the Master Teacher 
Award several times. 
The Faculty Service Award is pre-
sented by Faculty Senate and recognizes 
continuing, outstanding service to the 
University. The award is designed to 
focus upon the importance of faculty 
service for the development and en-
hancement of the University. 
The recipient of several large grants, 
Williams is currently the co-coordinator of 
Project CREST (Collaboration for Rural 
Education Special Teachers). Along with 
two other University faculty members, Dr. 
Veronica Gold and Dr. Steven Russell, 
she received a $110,000 grant to 
implement preparatory programs for 
teachers in rural schools. 
From 1989-92, she also was a co-
coordinator of Project RAISE (Rural 
America Institute in Special Education), a 
program that provided special education 
teachers with additional training needed 
to serve rural schOOI cflStricls. In addition, 
this class to disaJss with Chinese 
scholars the two cultures' respective 
attitudes toward and ways of dealing with 
the environment. 
Terrie is also an authority on wikler 
ness literature and has published a book 
on the history of Americans' attitudes 
toward the wiklemess callecl Forever 
Wild: Environmental Aesthetics and the 
Adirondack. Forest Preserve for Temple 
University Press. 
Due to his strong interest in environ-
mental history, Terrie says he will also 
spend time in Spain conferring with 
Spanish scholars about that country's 
environmental policies. 
·1 think this is one of the main reasons 
the Fulbright exists: so scholars can talk 
together; he said. - Bonnie Blankinship 
she has served as coordinator of the 
Undergraduate Teacher Training 
Program in special education and has 
been a co-supervisor for the grant project 
PIPE (Parent Involvement through Parent 
Education) in conjunction with Blanchard 
Valley School. 
Frequently involved in University, 
community and professional activities, 
she is a member of the United Health 
Services Board and executive committee 
and a board member the Autism Society 
of Ohio, the Toledo Society for Autistic 
Children and the Sunshine Children's 
Home. She also is chair of the Woodlane 
Residential Board for Woodlane Schools. 
In 1992 she was a nominee for 
Outstanding Teacher Educator in Ohio by 
the Ohio Federation Council for Excep-
tional Children. In 1990 she received the 
Professional Educator of the Year Award 
from the Autism Society of Northwest 
Ohio and was its Volunteer of the Year in 
1987. She also has been the recipient of 
the University-Public School Cooperation 
Award. 
Padmaraj has been active in depart-
mental management and Faculty Senate 
committees. He joined the University in 
1974 and served as chair of the Depart-
ment of Finance and Insurance from 
1981-85. 
Prior to coming to Bowling Green. 
Padmaraj taught 10 years at the Univer-
sity of Madras and served as an adminis-
trative officer in India's Ministry of 
Defense. He earned his master's degree 
in business administration at the Univer-
sity and his doctorate from The Ohio 
State University. 
In addition to authoring many articles. 
he has written an instructor's manual and 
two supplementary textbooks. as well as 
contributed chapters to other books. 
He airrently is chair of the senate's 
Committee on Committees and is a 
member of the Senate Executive 
Committee and the Nonacademic 
Functions Committee. In addition, he is 
the director of the National Association of 
Investors Corporation, Northwest 
Buckeye Council, vice president of the 
Black Swamp Investment Club and has 
served as president of the Shared 
Interest Investment Club and director of 
the Bowling Green Credit Union. 
At Ohio State, he received the 
Hoagland Award, which recognized the 
highest scholarship among finance 
Ph.Os. 
r 
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Photochemical center realizes goal with graduation of first Ph~D. ?tudents 
Eight year.; after it opened its doors. 
the Center for Photochemical Sciences 
has readlecl a milestone. Its fllSt Ph.D. 
students, Lisa Dennis Kelly and Craig 
Kelly, have completed their dissertations 
and oral exams, within a day or so of one 
another, and will receive their degrees in 
December, according to Dr. Douglas 
Neckers, executive director of the Center. 
A third student. Yubai Bi. will defend 
his dissertation soon and also is ex-
pected to graduate next month. His topic 
is 'Visible Light lnitiating_Systems and 
Their Photochemistry for Free Radical 
Promoted Cationic Polymerization.· 
The Kellys, who are married. had 
been in the doctoral program for almost 
four and a haH years, since its inception 
in 1989. "This graduation is a very 
significant day for the University's Mure 
in the sciences: said Neckers. 
Photochemical scientists study the 
interaction of light with matter. Thus, the 
field embraces many areas - •everything 
from vision to how you get a suntan to 
how to tum soflds into liquids quickly with 
a light beam," said Neckers. 
It is a booming field of study with very 
broad scientific and commercial applica-
tions, as evidenced by the two areas Lisa 
and Craig Kelly have gone into. Though 
the topics of their dissertations are 
probably too technical for the average 
layman to be tammar with. the results of 
their work will be of direct value to the 
world's population. 
Lisa is currently in Sardinia where she 
has been appointed to a school run by 
The Center for Photochemical Sciences is about to produce its first doctorate 
students. Lisa Dennis KeHy and Craig Kelly, pictured with Doug Neckers (left). executive 
director of the center. will graduate in December. A third student, Yubai Bi, is also 
expected to graduate then. 
NA TO to work on photodynamic therapy, 
which involves finding a way to attack 
viruses and tumors using dyes and light. 
The tide of her dissertation is ·Photoin-
duced Intermolecular and lntramolecular 
Electron Transfer Reactions Between 
Novel Ruthenium Polypyridyl Donors and 
V-IOlogen Acceptors." 
Neckers said there is also work being 
done in the field of photobiology and 
photomedicine on ublizing photochemical 
methodology to deanse viruses from the 
bloodstream. which could have a great 
impact on the treatment of AIDS. 
Craig KeUy, on the other hand. is in 
Bologna. Italy, where he is finishing a 
project on solar energy conversion at a 
chemical kinetics laboratory. His thesis is 
titled: "Stabilization of Multieledron 
Transfer Reaction Pathways: The 
Photoinitiated Nickel Ion Reduction of 
Carbon Dioxide and Water." 
9The Center for Photochemical 
Sciences is one of the bigger businesses 
in Bowling Green at this stage; said 
Neckers. It employs close to 70 people, 
drawing 14 faculty members from the 
departments of chemistry, physics and 
biology and the new materials science 
program. There are approximately 35 
Ph.D. students now in the program and 
from 12 to 20 post-doctoral associates at 
any one time. depending on the availabil-
ity of funding. 
The center has attracted a very high 
caliber of faailty and students and the 
staff includes Ohio Eminent Scholar Dr. 
Michael A. J. Rodgers. Lisa Kelly is the 
first McMaster Junior Fellow to have 
completed her doctorate. Joseph Finley, 
· another McMaster Junior Fellow, will 
defend his cflSSertation this spring. The 
McMaster Junior Felowships are awarded 
to students with outstanding academic 
records who have demonstrated the 
potential for excellence in research. The 
funds are from the McMaster endowment. 
All this represents tremendous 
progress for a program that began 9with 
two faculty and a letterhead in 1985." 
according to Neckers. - Bonnie 
Blankinship 
Alumni to return to the classroom Geologist to lecture on magnetic field and oil 
The College of Education and Allied 
Professions will be sponsoring its annual 
Alumni-Faculty Week Monday through 
Thursday (Nov. 1-4). It is designed to 
enhance regular dassroom instruction by 
inviting outstanding alumni to return to 
their alma mater to share real world 
experiences with current students. 
Nine graduates have been scheduled 
to return to the Bowling Green campus. 
They indude Dr. Charles Barr (Ph.D. '92) 
who will speak on "Classroom Less0ns 
for Life;" J. Scott Carpenter (72) who will 
discuss "Are You an Atka Seltzer?;" 
Deborah Frederick (75) who will talk 
about "International Experiences for 
Teachers;" Stacy J. Grinnell ('91) who 
will lecture on "Student Portfolios" and 
"lndusion;~ Andrew Kalmer ('87) who will 
discuss "Rails-to-Trails: The Parks;" 
Gregg and Joan Kindle ('81) who will talk 
GUIDE 
From the front 
How did other Ohio institutions fare in 
the rankings? 
Miami University. Ohio State Univer-
sity and the University of Cincinnati were 
induded in the second quartile which 
listed schools ranked 52nd to 102nd. The 
University of Akron. Kent State Univer-
sity, Cleveland State University, the 
University of Toledo and Union Institute 
of Cincinnati were in the fourth quartile of 
schools ranked 154th to 204th. 
No Ohio institutions were listed among 
the top 25 national universities but 
Oberlin College was ranked 21st among 
the top 25 national liberal arts colleges. 
about "life Issues: Managing Dual 
Careers;" Staci E. Lambright ('91) who 
will disaJss "Professional Readiness for 
the Internship;" and Valerie Peterson 
('87) who will lecture on "Authentic 
Experiences with Literacy in a Junior 
High Setting." 
Most of the sessions are in conjunc-
• tion with an existing class, but are open 
to all faculty and students who have an 
interest in the topic. For information about 
time and place. call the college dean's 
office at 372-7401. 
Order supplies via fax 
Auxiliary services, inventory manage-
ment/office supplies now have a fax 
machine with the number 372-0311. 
Office supply orders may now be sent to 
this number. 
Under regional colleges or universi-
ties. the magazine lists its top 15 for the 
north, south. midwest and west. Ohio 
institutions that made the midwest list 
indude John Carroll University ranked 
ninth, Ohio Northern University ranked 
11th and the University of Dayton ranked 
12th. 
Regional liberal arts colleges also 
were listed according to the top 10 of 
each of the four regions. Wrttenberg 
University was rated best in the midwest 
followed by Ohio Wesleyan University. 
Hiram College ranked fourth. Marietta 
College was fifth ar.d Mount Union 
College was eighth .. 
The earth's magnetic field and its 
relation to the formation of oil will be the 
topic cf a free lecture hosted by the 
geology department. Dr. R. Douglas 
Elmore of the University of Oklahoma will 
present the lecture at 7:30 p.m. Wednes-
day (Nov. 3) in 095 Overman Hall. 
Elmore is an American Association of 
Petroleum Geologists Distinguished 
Lecturer who will be visiting the geology 
department to talk about research he has 
conducted on the earth's magnetic field. 
The Distinguished Lecture Series 
sponsors leading researchers to speak at 
universities and other non-profit organiza-
tions about petroleum and geology. 
Generally, two or three distinguished 
speakers visit the geology department 
each year. 
Despite the appearance of the wreckage, no one was seriously injured when 
this University plane crashed in a field near the Wood County Airport Oct. 24. The 
pilot. graduate student Eric Pullins, was attempting to land when he experienced 
engine failure. Passengers Robert Ackerman, assistant chief flight instructor in the 
University's <Mation program, and Michael McNamara also survived the aash. 
Pullins has both his private and commercial flight licenses but was training for 
multi-engine fftghts. 
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A variety of questions have been raised about faculty c.ollective bargaining and 
its potential effects. The Bowling Green State University Faculty Association and 
the U'!iversity administration have asked the Monitor to publish their answers to 
questions posed by members of the University community. 
Question: What Is the relationship between Faculty Senate and the Faculty 
Association? I see so~ of the same faces In both places. 
Answer by BGSlJ-FA: There is no formal relationship between the BGSU 
Faculty Senate and BGSU-FA/AAUP, and there is no overlap between the elected 
officers of the two groups. Faculty senates exist and prosper separate from 
bargaining organizations in virtually all American universities that have both. 
How~ver, it is common at organized universities that faculty bargaining agreements 
specify that there must be a faculty senate; we believe faculty senates are 
strengthened when they are supported in that way by a legally enforceable con-
tract. 
We are pleased that so many members of the BGSU Faculty Senate are 
members of BGSU-FAIAAUP, and that some of our elected officers are past 
officers of Faculty Senate. Most of the apparent leaders of BGSU's "No Agent" 
group (AAI) are also members of Faculty Senate. It is only natural that those who 
have shown past interest in faculty governance are activists in the present debate 
over collective bargaining. 
There is a very good reason so many past and present members and officers of 
Faailty Senate favor collective bargaining. Experience in working with Faailty 
Senate over recent years makes one very aware of how little influence ordinary 
faculty really have in University affairs today. Contrary to arguments by AAI, the 
fu_ndamental problem is not with the details of haw faculty senators are elected. or 
with the structure and functioning of this or that committee. The real problem at 
BGSU, and at many other modem public universities as well, is this: In the absence 
of collective bargaining, faculty have only as much influence as central administra-
tors and governing boards are willing to relinquish. 
Question: What does the administration think now that a SERB hearing 
officer has ruled that the Inclusion of temporary faculty and lecturers with 
tenured and probationary faculty represents an appropriate bargaining unit? 
Why didn't you appeal the decision? 
Answer by the University administration: We are disappointed, naturally, 
with the hearing officer's ruling in reference to temporary faculty and lecturers. 
Even though she seemed to have an appreciation of the administration's point of 
view during the hearing process and recognized many of the important differences 
between faculty groups in her written opinion, in the end she applied a very strict 
construction of the law in her decision. 
Beyond disappointment. we have no regrets about tl)e position we took. We 
expressed our befief that faculty history at BGSU and our system of faculty 
governance both demonstrate that there has not been a genuine community of 
interest between the tenured and probationary faailty on the one hand and the 
temporary faculty and lecturers on the other. For example, the Academic Charter 
which is basically a faculty promulgated document. makes temporary faculty and' 
lecturers inefigible for membership in the Faculty Senate and ineligible even to 
vote for that membership. In adcfrtion, the charter restricts the rights and privileges 
of these two faculty groups in a number of other significant ways. A set of "Stipula-
tions of ~act" agreed to by both the BGSU-FA/AAUP and the administration during 
the heanng process documents all of this in detail. 
It was for these reasons that the administration argued that a bargaining unit 
which mixes temporary faculty and lecturers with tenured/probationary faailty is 
not an appropriate one for BGSU. The fact that at least two of Ohio's university 
faculty unions, those at Kent and Toledo, do not represent temporary faculty 
indicates that our point of view is hardly unique. Moreover. we believed the issue 
to be important enough that it should be decided through the processes estab-
lished in the collective bargaining statutes of Ohio. 
Despite our continuing views on the matter, now that a SERB official has issued 
a forrnal ruling incfrcating that temporaries and lecturers may be induded in the 
unit, we do not wish to delay movement toward an election on the union question. 
Therefore, we have not sought to appeal her ruling. 
Denner/I president of academy's Ohio chapter 
Roger J. Dennerll, director of public 
safety, has been selected 1994 state 
president of the Ohio Chapter of the 
Federal Bureau of Investigation's 
National Academy Associates. 
Denner!! has been actively involved in 
the academy since his graduation from 
the 133rd Session in 1983 when he 
served as spokesperson for that session 
which represented 250 law enforcement 
executives from around the world. 
More than 25,000 officers have 
graduated from the FBI National Acad-
emy (FBINA) since it began in 1935. Its 
airriculum is designed to meet the needs 
of contemporary law enforcement in such 
disciplines as management. law, forensic 
science. education and communication 
arts and the behavioral sciences. 
Members of the Ohio chapter also 
endorsed Denner!! for the position of 
sectional IV representative which 
includes Ohio, 12 northeastern states, 
eastern Canada and Europe. 
Dennerll airrently represents the Ohio 
Chiefs of Police Association on its human 
cfrversity and education committees 
which helps provide police training .. 
TERRIE 
From the front 
he is now attempting to locate a place for 
him and his family to live, trying to rent 
his house here, and taking Spanish 
classes, in addition to preparing materials 
to take with him. 
"I'm really looking forward to getting to 
Spain. I love the food, the countryside, 
and the sound of the language." He said 
he plans to hike the rugged terrain and 
explore the more remote regions of the 
country. 
Terrie, who came to BGSU in 1980, 
has taught graduate and undergraduate 
courses in English and American culture 
studies and has co-taught a dass callecl 
"Global Commons· on environmental 
issues around the world. Last March he 
traveled to Xi'an Foreign Languages 
University in China as an outgrowth of 
FACULTY AWARDS 
From the front 
The Olscamp Research Award is 
given annually to a faculty member for 
outstanding scholarly or aeative accom-
plishments during the previous three-year 
period. It was initiated in 1985 to encour-
- age and recognize faculty research. 
Tweney, this year's recipient. is known 
as an expert on the fde and works of 
Michael Faraday, a 19th century scientist 
noted for his contributions to the develop-
ment of the scientific method. 
In 1989, Tweney traveled to England 
on a Fulbright grant to be a visiting 
scholar at the Science Stucfies Centre of 
the University of Bath and also lectured 
on Faraday at the Royal Institution and a 
West German university. In 1991, he 
organized the conference "Faraday •91 • 
at the University which drew scholars 
from both the United States and Great 
Britain. last year, the book Michael 
Faraday's 'Chemical Notes, Hints, 
Suggestions and Objects of Pursuit' of 
1822, which he co-edited, was published. 
He also co-ecfrted the text Wundt 
Studies: A Centennial Collection about 
the life and work of the famed German 
psychologist known as the founder of 
experimental psychology and he co-
ecfrted the book On Scientific Thinking 
with Bowling Green colleagues Dr. 
Michael E. Doherty and Dr. Clifford R. 
Mynatt, both of psychology. 
In 1983, Tweney was named Out-
standing Young Scientist by the Bowling 
Green Chapter of Sigma Xi and he has 
been nominated for the Master Teacher 
Award several times. 
The Faculty Service Award is pre-
sented by Faculty Senate and recognizes 
continuing, outstanding service to the 
University. The award is designed to 
focus upon the importance of faculty 
service for the development and en-
hancement of the University. 
The recipient of several large grants, 
Williams is currently the co-coordinator of 
Project CREST (Collaboration for Rural 
Education Special Teachers). Along with 
two other University faculty members, Dr. 
Veronica Gold and Dr. Steven Russell, 
she received a $110,000 grant to 
implement preparatory programs for 
teachers in rural schools. 
From 1989-92, she also was a co-
coordinator of Project RAISE (Rural 
America Institute in Special Education), a 
program that provided special education 
teachers with additional training needed 
to serve rural schOOI cflStricls. In addition, 
this class to disaJss with Chinese 
scholars the two cultures' respective 
attitudes toward and ways of dealing with 
the environment. 
Terrie is also an authority on wikler 
ness literature and has published a book 
on the history of Americans' attitudes 
toward the wiklemess callecl Forever 
Wild: Environmental Aesthetics and the 
Adirondack. Forest Preserve for Temple 
University Press. 
Due to his strong interest in environ-
mental history, Terrie says he will also 
spend time in Spain conferring with 
Spanish scholars about that country's 
environmental policies. 
·1 think this is one of the main reasons 
the Fulbright exists: so scholars can talk 
together; he said. - Bonnie Blankinship 
she has served as coordinator of the 
Undergraduate Teacher Training 
Program in special education and has 
been a co-supervisor for the grant project 
PIPE (Parent Involvement through Parent 
Education) in conjunction with Blanchard 
Valley School. 
Frequently involved in University, 
community and professional activities, 
she is a member of the United Health 
Services Board and executive committee 
and a board member the Autism Society 
of Ohio, the Toledo Society for Autistic 
Children and the Sunshine Children's 
Home. She also is chair of the Woodlane 
Residential Board for Woodlane Schools. 
In 1992 she was a nominee for 
Outstanding Teacher Educator in Ohio by 
the Ohio Federation Council for Excep-
tional Children. In 1990 she received the 
Professional Educator of the Year Award 
from the Autism Society of Northwest 
Ohio and was its Volunteer of the Year in 
1987. She also has been the recipient of 
the University-Public School Cooperation 
Award. 
Padmaraj has been active in depart-
mental management and Faculty Senate 
committees. He joined the University in 
1974 and served as chair of the Depart-
ment of Finance and Insurance from 
1981-85. 
Prior to coming to Bowling Green. 
Padmaraj taught 10 years at the Univer-
sity of Madras and served as an adminis-
trative officer in India's Ministry of 
Defense. He earned his master's degree 
in business administration at the Univer-
sity and his doctorate from The Ohio 
State University. 
In addition to authoring many articles. 
he has written an instructor's manual and 
two supplementary textbooks. as well as 
contributed chapters to other books. 
He airrently is chair of the senate's 
Committee on Committees and is a 
member of the Senate Executive 
Committee and the Nonacademic 
Functions Committee. In addition, he is 
the director of the National Association of 
Investors Corporation, Northwest 
Buckeye Council, vice president of the 
Black Swamp Investment Club and has 
served as president of the Shared 
Interest Investment Club and director of 
the Bowling Green Credit Union. 
At Ohio State, he received the 
Hoagland Award, which recognized the 
highest scholarship among finance 
Ph.Os. 
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DATEBOOK 
Monday, Nov. 1 
Lecture, "China After Deng," by Chinese 
iournaJist Binyan Liu and Or. Ross Terrill. 10 
a.m., McFall Center Assembly Room. A 
question and answer period will follow the 
presentation. Free. 
Italian Film Series, "la Strada," (1956). 
3:30 p.m .• Gish Film Theater. Free. Subtitles. 
Honors Program Event, hear and meet 
famed defense lawyer Clarence S. Darrow. 
Esq .. 7:30 p.m .. Prout Chapel. 
International Film Series, ·The Family 
Game: (Japanese 1984). 8 p.m .. Gish Film 
Theater. Free. 
Tuesday, Nov. 2 
Firelands Humanities Week, storyteller! 
musioan Brenda Neth will offer a presentation 
on Appalachian storyte:ling. noon. Pit. 
Firelands College. Free. 
Faculty Senate Meeting, 2:30 p.m .. 
Assembly Room. McFall Center. 
Planetarium Show, "The Light-Hearted 
Astronomer & More Than Meets The Eye," 8 
p.m .. BGSU Planetarium. $1 donation 
suggested. 
Coalition for Transcultural Enhance-
ment Meeting, 9 p.m .. main lobby. Prout Hall. 
WBGU-TV Program, "Journal 1993" looks 
at campus crime. 10 p.m .• Channel 27. 
Viewers can call in at 1 ·800-453·2437 or 372-
7250. 
VVednesda~ Nov.3 
Firelands Humanities Week, showing of 
pottery and paintings by Angel Santos Juarez. 
Monday through Thursday 8 a.m.-8:30 p.m. 
and Friday 8 a.m.·5 p.m. through Nov. 30. 
Gallery. Fire!ands College. 
Firelands Humanities Week, folk singers 
Jan Snow and Dennis Kempthome will present 
a special program of Appalachian and 
dulcimer music and singing. noon. Firelands 
CLASSIFIED 
EMPLOYMENT 
OPPORTUNITIES 
New vacancies 
f>osting expirat•on date for employees to 
apply: Noon. Friday. Nov. 5. 
11 ·5-1 Administrative Secretary 1 
Pay Grade 28 
Dean·s officelFirelands College 
11-5-2 Technical Typist 
Pay Grade 25 
Vice president for operations 
Part-time 
11-5-3 Typist 1 
PayGrade3 
EDCI 
Academic year. part-time 
11-5-4 Word Processing Specialist 1 
Pay Grade 25 
Popular Press 
Part-time 
Room. Firelands CoUege. Free. 
Parking Appeals Committee Meeting, 1 
p.m .• parking seivices. Corrunons. 
Dissertation Defense, "A Philosophical 
Approach to Resource Allocation in Health 
Care· by Barbara Daly. philosophy. 3-5 p.m., 
301 Shatzel. 
Women's Studies Program Meeting, 4-5 
p.m .• 101 Shatzel Hall. 
Theatre Production, "The Importance of 
Being Earnest: 8 p.m .. Eva Marie Saint 
Theatre. Call 372-2719 for tickets. 
Thursday, Nov. 4 
Firelands Humanities Week, Salvador 
Gonzalez will offer a presentation on artist 
Angel Santos Juarez and Mexican folk art 11 
a.m .. Gallery. Firelands College. Free. 
Administrative Staff Council Meeting, 
1 :30 p.m .. Alumni Room. Union. 
Racism Reduction Meeting, 8 p.m., 
second floor. Student Services Bu:lding. 
Lenhart Classic American Film Series, 
"The Miracle Worker: (1962). 8 p.m .• Gish 
Film Theater. Free. 
Theatre Production, "The Importance of 
Being Earnest: 8 p.m .• Eva Marie Saint 
Theatre. Ca!I 372-2719 for tickets. 
Friday, Nov. 5 
Speech and Hearing Screenings, for 
children and adults. 9 am.-noon and 1 :30-4:30 
p.m .• 338 Sou1h Hall. Free. 
Firelands Humanities Week, Ohio 
novelist Annabel Thomas will present a 
reading. talk about her writing, noon. Firelands 
Room. Firelands College. Free. 
Falcon Club Luncheon, noon. Days Inn. 
Women's and Men's Swimming, vs. 
Notre Dame. 5 p.m .. Cooper Pool. 
UAO Film, "Parenthood." 7:30 and 9:30 
p.m .• 21 o Math Science Building. $1.50 with 
valid BGSU 1.D. $1 for a parent with a student. 
Tchaikowsky and the Russians Series, a 
performance of "Gianni Schicchi" and "le 
Rossignol" by the Bowling Green Opera 
Theatre. 8 p.m .• Koback.er Hall. Moore Musical 
Arts Center. Tickets range from $7 to $15. 
Call 372-8171 tor tickets. 
Planetarium Show, MThe Light-Hearted 
Astronomer & More Than Meets The Eye; 8 
p.m .• BGSU Planetanum. $1 donation 
suggested. 
Theatre Production, "The Importance of 
Being Earnest." 8 p.m .• Eva Marie Saint 
Theatre. Call 372-2719 for tickets. 
UAO Film, "Father of the Bride." midnight. 
210 Math Science Building. $1 .50 with valid 
OBITUARY 
Carrie Irelan 
Carrie M. Irelan. 87, a tanner Univer-
sity employee, died Oct. 25 at Otterbein-
Portage Valley Retirement Home in 
Pemberville. 
She had been a cook and house-
keeper at the University. 
Memorials may be made to the 
donor's choice. 
FACULTY /STAFF POSITIONS 
The following faculty positions are available: 
English: Assistant professor (two positions, probationary. full-time). Contact Richard GebhaJt!t 
(2-2576). Deadtine: Review begins Nov. 15 and continues until filled. 
Environmental Health Program: (Reopened) Assistant professor (tenure-track). Contact Gary 
Silverman (2-7774). Begins: January 1994 or August 1994. 
The following administrative staff positions ane available: 
Admissions: Director of admissionS. Contact Peter Hutchinson. Office of Academic Affairs. 
Review of applications will begin Nov. 15. 
Student Activities: Director of orientation. Contact personnel services (2-8426t. Deadline: 
Dec.3. 
BGSU l.D. $1 for a parent with a student. 
Saturday, Nov. 6 
Football, vs. Kent, 1 :30 p.m .• Doyt Perry 
Stadium. 
Planetarium ShoW, "The Light-Hearted 
Astronomer & More Than Meets The Eye; 2 
p.m .• BGSU Planetarium. $1 donation 
suggested. 
Men and Women's Swimming, vs. Wright 
State. 4 p.m .. Cooper Pool. 
UAO Film, "Parenthood." 7:30 and 9:30 
p.m .• 210 Math Science Building. $1.50 with 
valid BGSU 1.0. $1 for a parent with a student. 
Tchaikowsky and the Russians Series, a 
performance of "Gianni Schicchi" and "Le 
Rossignol" by the Bowling Green Opera 
Theatre. 8 p.m .. Koback.er Hall. Moore Musical 
Arts Center. Tickets range from $7 to $15. 
Call 372-8171 for tickets. 
Concert, Peter, Paul and Mary. 8 p.m .• 
Anderson Arena. Call 372-2343 for ticket 
information. 
An Evening of Dinner & Theatre, a dinner 
in Founders Hall Dining Room, director's 
backstage revelations. then a performance of 
"The Importance of Being Earnest." Tickets 
are $24. Call 372-8181 for more information. 
Theatre Production, "The Importance of 
Being Earnest; 8 p.m .• Eva Marie Saint 
Theatre. Call 372-2719 for tickets. 
UAO Film, "Father of the Bride; midnight. 
21 O Math Science Building. $1.50 with valid 
BGSU l.D. $1 for a parent with a student. 
Sunday, Nov. 7 
Honors Program Event, the Bolshoi Ballet 
featuring Natalia Bessmertnova. 1 p.m., Fox 
Theatre, Detroit. Michigan. Cost is $35 for 
ticket and transportation. Reservations made 
in 231 Administration Building. 
Auditions, for the BGSU Theatre 
production of "The w12: 2-6 p.m .• 405 
University Hall. Call 372-2222 for information. 
Theatre Production, "The Importance of 
Being Earnest; 2 p.m .• Eva Marie Saint 
Theatre. Call 372-2719 for tickets. 
Tchaikowsky and the Russians Series, a 
lecture by Dr. Harlow Robinson entitled 
"Tchaikowsky and the Russian Tradition: The 
Dilemma of Russia and the West; 3 p.m .• 
Bryan Recital Hall, Moore Musical Arts Center. 
Free. 
Tchaikowsky and the Russians Series, a 
performance by the BGSU Collegiate Chorale 
of a "Russian Vespers Service." 7 p.m .• St. 
Aloysius Church, 150 S. Enterprise. Bowling 
Green. 
Planetarium Show, "The Light-Hearted 
Astronomer & More Than Meets The Eye; 
7:30 p.m., BGSU Plane!arium. $1 donation 
suggested. 
Faculty Artist Series, oboist John Bentley 
will be in concert. 8 p.m., Bryan Recital Hall, 
Moore Musical Arts Center. 
Monday, Nov. 8 
Italian Rim Series, "Padre Padrone,. 
(1975). 3:30 p.m .• Gish Film Theater. Free. 
SubtitleS. 
Concert, by the BGSU Electric Guitars, 7 
p.m .• Bryan Recital Hall. Moore Musical Arts 
Center. Free. 
Aucfrtions, for the BGSU Theatre 
production of "The WIZ, • 7-1 O p.m., 405 
University Hall. Call 372-2222 for more 
information. 
10th Annual Ethnic Stuc:lies Conference 
Event, concert by the jazz group the Murphys. 
7 p.m., followed by a presentation by actor 
Danny Glover entitled "An Evening with James 
8aldwin and Langston Hughes." 8 p.m., 
Kobacker Hall, Moore Musical Arts Center. 
Free, but ticke1s required and ane available at 
the Moore Musical Arts Center box office. 
International Rim Serles, "Speaking 
Parts,• (Canadian 1989), 8 p.m., Gish Film 
Theater. Free. 
tf{f ·· .. 
, , ·. Veterans' Day 
·holiday approaching 
The University will observe 
Veterans' Day on Thursday, Nov. 11. 
Classes, howeVer, will meet as usual 
that day. Only those offices which 
absolutely must remain open should 
be staffed, and then only at minimal 
levels. 
The University Bookstore will be 
closed that day. It will reopen for 
business at 8 am. on Nov. 12. 
The Little Shop, located in the 
University Union, also will be dosed 
and will reopen at 8 am. the next 
day. 
Brown bag lunches 
focus on kids, elderly 
Children and elderly parents will be 
the topics of two brown bag lunch 
programs sponsored by the Benefits 
Office and the employment and training 
divisions of personnel services. 
"13 Myths About Raising Children" will 
be discussed by Dr. Donald Savage. 
M.D., of Blanchard Valley Hospital on 
Nov.16. 
On Nov. 19, Sue Robinson. R.N., of 
Blanchard Valley Hospital will speak on 
"Caring for Elderly Parents." 
Both free programs will be held from 
noon to 1 p.m. in personnel services' 
training center in College Park Office 
Building. Interested persons for either 
program should call Laura Gazarek at 
372-8421. 
Free screenings offered 
Free speech and hearing screenings 
are being offered to the public by the 
University's Speech and Hearing Clinic. 
The screenings will provide an indication 
as to the possible existence of speech or 
hearing difficulty. If a problem is sus-
pected. then a complete evaluation will 
be needed before recommendations for 
treatment can be offered. 
The screenings, which will be com-
pleted by graduate students under direct 
supervision of certified and licensed 
faculty and staff, will be conducted from 9 
a.m.-noon and from 1 :30-4:30 p.m. on 
Friday (Nov. 5). An additional screening 
date has been scheduled for the same 
times on Dec. 10. Appointments can be 
made by calling the dinic, located in 338 
South Hall, at 372-2515 
Shots not available 
The Student Health Center will 
not be able to offer flu vaccinations 
to faculty and staff on Thursday 
(Nov. 4) as previously announced. 
Dr. Josh Kaplan, director of the 
center, said he has been notified 
that the order he placed for the 
vaccinations win not be available in 
time for the special flu shot session 
that had been planned. He said he 
regrets the inconvenience. 
Kaplan said the vaccinations may 
be made available to the University 
at a later date but he recommends 
that faculty and staff get their shots 
at another location in order to avoid 
the bug. 
' .. 
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All employees to 
get new photo 
identification cards 
Get ready to smile and say "cheese." 
By January all faculty and staff will have 
a new University employee identification 
card to carry in their wallets which will 
indude their photo. 
What!? Another card. you say. Before 
you become too concerned about adding 
to the clutter in your pocketbook under-
stand that this new card will actually 
make your load lighter. It will replace 
current University ID cards, as well as 
campus meal cards and Student Recre-
ation Center membership cards. 
Dr. Ron Lancaster, director of Project-
90 which is administering the new 
system, said the card will serve several 
purposes including being used for more 
accurate identification, checking materials 
out of the BGSU libraries and other 
OhioLINK libraries. charging items at the 
Bookstore and elsewhere on campus, 
charging meals at the University Union 
and residence halls and for members to 
gain access to the Student Recreation 
Center. 
The new cards will not, however, 
replace any University insurance cards. 
Upon implementation of the cards, 
social security numbers will no longer be 
used as employee identification numbers. 
Faculty and staff have been assigned an 
identification number which they will 
receive upon issuance of their new cards. 
Lancaster said the University has 
used social security numbers since 1968 
but is changing to comply with the federal 
Privacy Act of 1974. "We've had wide-
spread complaints about our use of the 
SSN system from people who are 
concerned about invasions of privacy," he 
said. 
An identification card with a photo of 
the employee on it also will provide more 
security, he said. "H you would lose your 
current card, anyone could pick it up and 
use it on campus. We feel a photograph 
will provide more accurate identification 
and cut down on abuse." 
There will be no charge for initial cards 
but there will be a $5 charge to the 
employee for replacing a lost, stolen or 
damaged ID card. Current University 
identification cards and meal cards for 
faculty and staff will remain valid until 
Jan. 8. 
To receive a new card, faculty and 
staff should go between 9 am.-3 p.m. to 
the Photo ID Office at the rear entrance 
of Commons on any day during the week 
identified below for their department. The 
schedule is as follows: 
Nov. 15-19: All departments within the 
College of Arts and Sciences. 
Nov. 22-24: All departments within the 
Continued on page 3 
BoWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY 
Thomas Erekson (far right), dean of the College of Technology, discusses the 
merits of having University students design and build an electric-powered racing car 
with Anthony Palumbo, technology. A prototype of the car the students might design 
was on campus recently to help build financial support for the possible venture. 
Centerior Energy of Cleveland has challenged the nation's colleges and universities 
to build an electric car and race it during the Cleveland Grand Prix weekend, which it 
hosts, next July. Erekson said he would like to take up the challenge if off-campus 
marketing partners can be found. ff funding can be found, the second toughest 
problem has already been solved: finding a name for the car. It would be dubbed the 
"Electric Falcon.• 
Nov. 8, 1993 
EAP provides free 
help to employees 
to cope with problems 
A new program being implemented at 
the University is designed to help 
employees get help when personal 
problems become more they can handle 
on their own. 
The Employee Assistance Program 
(EAP) is scheduled to go into effect next 
semester, according to Pat Patton, 
personnerservices. The University has 
contracted with the company Employee 
Alternatives to provide services to 
employees and their families dealing with 
difficult personal problems. 
"There are all kinds of situations today 
that affect people's Jives and their work," 
Patton said. "Many people deal with 
family problems, marital or financial 
problems, stress or even substance 
abuse. Sometimes it becomes more than 
we can cope with on our own." 
When an employee or a member of 
his or her family is having difficulty 
dealing with such problems, they can 
now tum to the EAP. Using the voluntary 
program. the employee can contact 
Employee Alternatives at 1-800-422-
5338. The employee will be asked 
questions abot.1 his or her particular 
situation and then the company will refer 
Continued on page 3 
Increase in loan applications, computerglitches and 
new regulations make life rough for financial aid office 
In one of its most difficult seasons to 
date, the financial aid office has been put 
to the test in almost every conceivable 
way this year, and ·1t·s been a challenge," 
said Conrad McRoberts, director of 
student financial services. 
McRoberts is putting it mildly. Since 
this past summer, the office has been 
faced with a tremendous increase in the 
number of students applying for loans, 
new federal regulations governing the 
granting of those Joans, and the imple-
mentation of a new computer system all 
at the same time. 
And ttiat's just on this end. Events 
have taken place at other steps along the 
path a loan application must follow that 
were out of BGSU's control. For instance, 
the Ohio Student Aid Commission, 
through which 60 percent of BGSU's 
student loans come, had computer 
problems this summer that slowed down 
the whole process. 
Students applying for loans often had 
to wait much longer than usual for their 
money to come through, and some of it 
still has not arrived. "There has been an 
overall general delay in student loans and 
aid around the slate this year,· 
McAoberls said. "The problemS vary by 
in<flvidual institution and some guarantee 
agencies are also having problems." 
All around Ohio, students have had to 
wait in line for hours at a time to work out 
the gritches in their loan applications. A 
sense of panic was beginning to be felt 
as students wondered how they would 
pay the rent and buy food, even if they 
had a promissory note for their tuition and 
fees. McRoberts said he has even 
written letters to landlords explaining the 
situation when students have asked for 
his help. 
Many students had to take special, 
interest-free emergency "bridge" loans to 
tide them over until their regular loans 
came through. This was very helpful, 
though, again, it required still more 
paperwork, he said. 
Because of the state of the economy, 
the sheer number of applicants has risen 
dramatically, even though the total 
number of students has remained fairly 
stable. McRoberts noted that the cost of 
education nationally has been increasing 
faster than the average family income. In 
addition, there also are far more students 
whose famifies have had a toss of income 
or serious illness resulting in a "major 
change in incx>me for the~ than 
ever before. He attributes this in part to 
the huge lay-offs around the state of 
workers from employers such as General 
Motors, IBM and Kodak. 
These students must go through a 
"special conditions" process. McRoberts 
estimates these cases alone have 
increased from about 300 a couple of 
years ago to 600 to 700 now. 
And because the eligibility require-
ments were loosened significantly this 
year, more students were able to qualify 
for loans, also increasing the total 
number. 
Processing a loan application involves 
collecting many documents and verifying 
a lot of infonnation in order to comply with 
all the requirements of the federal. state 
and private lenders. "There are lots of i's 
to dot and l's to cross in financial aid and 
any one of them can be a showstopper 
for the student," said McRoberts. The 
federal government, which contnbutes 
$25 million a year to the University in 
grants, loans, scholarships and student 
employment, mandates many steps in 
the required process and the financial aid 
office is not allowed to proceed until each 
one has been taken. As of Sept. 15, he 
Continued on page 3 
